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Hack & Sip: An Ethical Hacking Event

As part of Australian Cyber Month, Waterstons Australia are hosting their first live ethical
hacking event. 
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As we've seen in recent months and even weeks, organisations in Australia are suffering at the hands of online
adversary's. With breach upon breach, organisations need to stay ahead of the curve and keep well informed to ensure
the safety of their people, processes and technology.

On the 26th of October, Waterstons Australia are due to hold their first live event called 'Hack and Sip', since opening their
doors in Australia in early 2020. The event is going ahead as part of Australian Cyber Security Awareness Month (a global
initiative), to bring awareness to the ever growing issue of Cyber Security which all businesses in Australia face at
varying degrees.

The fully catered event will be held at The Foxhole (68A Erskine Street Sydney, NSW 2000) with happenings beginning
from 4.30pm. Waterstons Head of Cyber Security, Ryan O'Kell will be fronting the hacking portion of the night, showing
businesses how easy it is for an adversary with the right tools to infiltrate your systems, steal your data and ruin your
organisations reputation. 

Ryan also said this about the event: "We want people to join us for the event as Cyber Security shouldn't beRyan also said this about the event: "We want people to join us for the event as Cyber Security shouldn't be
made a priority after you've beenmade a priority after you've been breached, it's imperative that all organisations have a rock solid plan in placebreached, it's imperative that all organisations have a rock solid plan in place
to ensure they don't get breached in the first place." to ensure they don't get breached in the first place." 

Waterstons Australia will also have key members of the team present on the evening to answer all your burning
questions regarding everything Cyber Security and beyond. 

Registrations are strictly limited and with a week to go, filling up fast. 

You can click this link to register. 

 

 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/hack-sip-a-live-ethical-hacking-event-tickets-432278415377
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